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Learning to live in a way that affirms our 
name - Faith!

How much worse can things get?

Today

 Second third of public ministry
 Transition: Rejection is a fait accompli
 Judea has already locked in their “no;” 

Galilee is moving in the same direction.
 Time to train the 12

 Crowds growing – “cross-over”
 Night class on a boat - Matthew, Mark, and 

Luke share class notes.
 Jesus sleeps until lesson time.
 What started out as a routine voyage became 

anything but.
 Experts are the ones who know when to panic!
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 Identify fear talking.
 Follow the tail lights.
 Wait in trust for maximum effect. Principle One

 They followed protocol.
 They did not disturb Jesus.
 But as their last resort, they roused 

the Lord.

 “Lord, Teacher, Master” = respect
 I can fix this – no
 Dead earnest = ask, seek, knock
 “Save us” suggests at least hope

 “Do you not care?” = a trust crisis 
indicator!

 This question is familiar to all who are 
in the fog.

 At the time, it will seem a perfectly 
reasonable question.
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 He asks this question: “Why are you 
afraid?” 

 In part, He wants them to identify the 
object of their fear, to give it a name.

 Theirs seem to be “death” or perhaps 
“untimely death”

Principle #2 explains how.

 Recorded in all three gospel accounts
 Before - Matthew 8:26
 After - Mark 4:39-40
 After - Luke 8:24-25
 Together, a double dose of instruction

 Two Questions: Why are you afraid / 
How is it that you have no faith?

 Both are “complex questions:”
◦ You are afraid. Why?
◦ You have no faith. How?

 Fear and Faith are polar opposites

You cannot do both!
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Events Significance

 Roused
 Diagnostic Question: 

Why afraid?
 Amazing Miracle
 Back to Lesson on 

Fear and Faith

 Dealing with the faith 
quake matters more than 
dealing with the sea 
quake.

 They are afraid because 
they do not believe 
something. What is it?

Perceptions Truth

 You do 
not care

 We are 
perishing

 Looking about at those who were 
sitting around Him, He said, 
“Behold My mother and My 
brothers” (Mark 3:34).

 “Let us go over to the other side of 
the Lake” (Luke 8:22).

I call these the twin tail-lights.

 Affirm your trust in the perfect love of God 
for you. 

 Then affirm the surpassing nature of His love 
over what you fear.

 This puts you in good company (Romans 
8:38-39)!

Principle Three
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 Jesus is conducting an advanced course for 
the 12 on “who is Jesus.”

 By the end of class, “fear of peril” will be 
replaced by a greater and healthier fear, a 
robust respect for who Jesus is.

 The 12 will then ask a far superior question!

 By stilling the storm, Jesus exercised divine 
prerogatives (Psalm 107).

 This Psalm also tells us about Father!
 Some want to attribute the storm to Satan.
 Regardless, God was the one ultimately 

responsible for this perfect storm!

 This storm had a superb purpose: It was 
specifically designed to take the twelve to a 
place beyond their considerable sailing 
abilities, to escort them to a “no way” 
moment.

 In that precise moment, Jesus did what only 
God can do. Obviously!

 The Father and Jesus were like the ultimate 
tag-team faculty.

 Imagine for a moment, that this 
demonstration was conducted in a calm sea, 
or even moderately rough sea.

 The lesson would not have had near the 
impact!
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 Round 1: The disciples ask,  “do you not care 
that we are perishing?”

 Round 2: Jesus asks,  “Why are you afraid / 
where is your faith?”

 Round 3: The disciples ask a rhetorical 
question (Mark 4:41)!

 Finally, they ask the right question! 

 This is where Jesus and Father wanted to 
bring the 12 all along!

 “Jesus, we know you love us and told us we 
are going to the other side, but this weather 
is really crazy! What’s up?”

 “Here, watch this!”
 They are perfectly safe at all times!

6 Bullets Try this!


